Introduction.

This document presents 4 design project briefs for areas of interest to AU-MY. Also included is an outline of standard requirements in design proposals and an outline of how collaboration between the designer and AU-MY will be forged. AU-MY is open to evaluating design brief suggestions so long as they fit into either or both of the following a.) problem solving b.) new value creation, for the mass market. Any queries can be submitted in writing to projects@au-my.com.
 
Brief 1 Part A  Supermarket Shopping Bag

Millions of plastic shopping bags get used & discarded, daily - globally. Find a solution to this colossal wastage, one which may not totally eliminate it, but at least pave the way to reducing it. Re-useable shopping bags aren‘t widely adopted because, they’re a scrunched up shopping bags, messy - tacky, which could be perceived as suspicious, and, branding may prevent shoppers from using other supermarkets.

Proposals must possess the following qualities:

a.) Compacts into a very small size when not in use (easy to carry round when not being used).
b.) Expands for use as a shopping bag (if, a “take with you “bag” is the solution).
c.) Exist in it’s own right as a product.
d.) Comforts the carrying of shopping (i.e., spreads weight/prevents digging in of handles into fingers, etc,.)
e.) Promotes a shopper as a carer of the environment - constantly reminds shopper of product’s value.
f.) Analyse (HTA*) the entire shopping process, consider how the solution can offer more value elsewhere
g.) Suitable for the average shopping size - consider modularity & tolerance for expansion. 
h.) How will the shopping being contained - one big bag? - multiple bags? - compartmentalised?
i.) Give the shopper the ability to adjust/select appropriate “bag size” to suit shopping items.
j.) Will added features, such as waterproofing & cooling add real value?
k.) A low cost, easily manufacturability - intelligently simple solution is mandatory.
l.) Investigate shoppers opinion’s over the problems (if any) regarding piling items in thin plastic bags. 
m.) Not restricted to food shopping? - influence from fashionable high street branded shopping bags?
n.) An instantly- globally - recognisable & promo table icon, which captures the values of the product.
q.) Easy to remember for shopping trips (if, a “take with you “bag” is the solution).
r.) Consider if the “shopping list” plays a part in the solution.
s.) Boasts subtle aesthetic qualities which encourage & endorse shoppers.

NOT:

- Large, cumbersome, embarrassing or inhibiting.
- Easily forgettable, or only remembered until the last moment i.e. when packing shopping.
- Tacky.
- Disposable.
- Under-perform in basic functions as a carrier bag, regardless of additional values.
- A system.

Brief 1 Part B  Supermarket Shopping Bags

Continuing with the same problem, but from a different angle - find a solution for a use of plastic bag/s instead of discarding them. The fundamental part of the solution is that it’s economically viable without proliferating effort - meaning, the resource of the plastic bag replaces another material or energy (resource) or, adds tangible value in a new way.

Proposals must possess the following qualities:

a.) Appeals to all shopper’s - for example, a solution for in the home/garden.
b.) Suitable for the chosen environment in terms of functional value & aesthetics.
c.) Functions with any number of shopping bags i.e., 1 shopping bag or 15.
d.) Suitable for use with any shopping bag type - this could extend to paper shopping bags.
e.) Takes advantage of the generic properties of the plastic bag.
f.) Consider areas such as the bin or thermal/sound insulation.
g.) Collecting system? - token/voucher (ensure bags are empty/clean/not broken)**.
h.) Consider if the solution can extend to include the discarding of plastic packaging. 
j.) Consider problem areas in the home - could plastic bags have any relationship with these?

NOT: 

- Art (installation art works)
- Dangerous (i.e., risk of fire, suffocation) 

* Hierarchical Task Analysis
** Systems are more difficult to introduce & require loyalty, they’re also open to abuse. 
Brief 2 More Living Space

With the progressing reduction in average home sizes in tandem with the proliferation of material possessions, home entertainment & office equipment, there is a need for clever storage*. Consider a big storage box - whilst it stores everything - it’s still a big space absorbing box, and stuff at the bottom is difficult to get to. Discover a way to store creatively, in way which doesn’t absorb space - for example - uses unused space; hides/amalgamates or merges with other items.

Proposals must possess the following qualities:

a.) Consider areas not used in the home - for example - corners, the floor, backs of doors, under tables.
b.) A simple, low cost, clever solution which doesn’t need masses of space to retail. 
c.) Consider modularity e.g,. an ingenious drawer which in modularity offers a large storage space, yet, offers small clever storage space individually.
d.) Outside? Outside door module? Easily securable outside without bolts?
e.) Stuff boxes - floor loft - install-a-cellar; play with what these would be/mean.
f.) Ask people what items they need extra storage for i.e., rotation of winter clothes/summer clothes.
g.) Consider if household items could be accessorised, to offer convenient/appropriate storage space. 
h.) Suitable for the majority of homes/rooms (flats/apartments).
i.) Ability to select a variety of colour, pattern, and material “skins”.  
j.) Consider if the solution folds/slides open - and what the storage item functions as, when, it’s all closed up
k.) Will the storage item be specific for a group of items, or, open to storing any item?
l.) Flat pack-able solutions will be less costly in logistical terms.

NOT:

- Wacky, out of the ordinary function/styling
- Dangerous
- More space consuming
- A massive costly installation

* The problem of small living spaces is more concentrated in city centres. In Japan, it is said, the people may walk around in Gucci Sunglasses, yet return to their to a 20 metre squared flat. In Madrid, for a small family to live in a flat of less than 40 metre squared is common place - By truly being aware of the scale of this problem, the values of a space saving storage system can be truly appreciated. Create something to give people more space.
Brief 3 Pharmacy

An open brief - look for problems or opportunities in the following 4 market areas; Healthcare, Pharmacy, Personal Care, Beauty-care. Make design proposals for new, simple, innovative, value rich products which could be retailed in these areas. 

a.) Visit pharmacies*, note what sells & the perceived values of the products on sale. 
b.) Can any of the existing products (not medicines) be improved?
c.) What is missing (evaluate with trend research)? What disposable product accessories are missing?
d.) A re-useable disposable product is more commercially attractive.
e.) Ensure that a maximum retail price of £10.00 (xe.com) is maintained - the lower the better. 
f.) Make simplicity & clever design the focus of your proposals – not cutting edge technology.  
g.) Scan the media for related public concerns - steer product development towards solving them. 
h.) Target the mass market - offering new values for all.

NOT:

- Product copies
- Minor, tacky, useless product improvements
- Suitable for a tiny niche market

* Both independent pharmacies, retail chain pharmacies, drug stores, and supermarket pharmacies. 
Key Criteria This is what we look for - as standard - in developed proposals

We, nor our commercial buyer partners are moved by minor product improvements. We look for:

a.) At least one core, new, instantly “appeal-able” product value.
b.) Attractive for the global, mass market. 
c.) Easily translatable product use, instructions, product graphics & packaging.
d.) Evidence of primary market research* - Find out “what people want, not what you think they want“.
e.) Genius simplicity- both in use of product & in it’s fabrication. 
f.) Lateral - clever- intelligent solving of problems
g.) Evidence of competitor product research with justification of the solution’s competitive advantage.
h.) Focus on simplicity (minimal number of parts/appropriate technology selection/minimal product investment)
i.) Low cost (purely and/or comparatively) solutions, affordable for all.
j.) Evidence of appropriate material selection.
k.) Design of punchy, instant, core value promoting packaging. 

NOT

- Copies
- Inappropriate - irrelevant core values
- Valued purely for aesthetics
- Poorly thought through & unjustified solutions


* Conduct Primary research (real questionnaires) to discover what problems need solving, or, people’s opinion on new values which could be offered. Conduct 2nd phase primary research to gather feedback on basic concepts - which steer & justify the product’s development accordingly. 
Collaborative Agreement between the Designer & AU-MY

- The designer who receives this set of brief’s is free to embark on finding solutions, without any obligation to AU-MY.
- AU-MY are open to suggestions for other brief’s which call for problem solving or new vales. 
- There is no limit to the number of proposals to be presented to AU-MY (should presenting be the designer’s intent)
- Should the designer wish to present proposals to AU-MY, both parties* shall sign a declaration of collaboration.
- With a 1 week advance notice, the declaration of collaboration can be signed face to face in London. AU-MY can post/fax the document for signing should meeting be inconvenient. 
- Proposals should be presented in simple sketch/rendered form - no smaller than A4. AU-MY is more interested in value rich ideas, than sparkling presentations. Proposals can be submitted electronically should meeting be inconvenient.
- Should AU-MY wish to progress with any proposals, the Designer will receive a proposal development criteria, which may focus on improving the design, submission of a 3D model and associated graphics & development of packaging graphics - AU-MY will accept these in electronic format (or posted CD’s pending file sizes).
- The proposal will be promoted to retail partners around the world. It will progress into prototyping pending feedback**.
- The designer will be required to provide modified 3D models to assist prototyping, as well as relevant file formats. 
- The designer will be required to finalise the packaging design & produce card/paper packaging prototypes. 
- AU-MY will finance the prototyping of the proposal at no cost to the designer. AU-MY will own the prototype. In no way will AU-MY’s ownership of the prototype affect the designer’s ownership of the proposals IP. 
- Pending prototype feedback from retail partners, AU-MY will progress into mass production - at no cost to the designer.
- Should AU-MY wish to progress into mass production, the designer will be required to develop the proposal to manufacturability and provide the relevant file formats, specifications & drawings. 
- AU-MY will finance the mass production, set-up and volume production - at no cost to the designer. AU-MY will own all mass production associated assets (tooling, jigs, dies, etc,.).
- On full finalisation of the set-up costs, full unit cost (including logistics) and advised retail price - both parties will agree on a royalty fee which the designer will receive based on the number of units sold, invoiced, and paid in full by the retailer. In circumstances of returned products, and unsold items, AU-MY will not pay a royalty. 
- The Designer will receive a royalty for the life of all sales (In accordance to the above point) not restricted to any time period whatsoever.
- AU-MY will publicise the designer as a partner in the development of the product in product packaging. 

Other detail

- AU-MY Reserves the right to not develop any proposals 
- AU-MY is in no way obligated to develop, manufacture or assist the designer or the proposal in any way whatsoever.
- In no way whatsoever is AU-MY contractually aligned with the undertaker of the brief - even if signed for.
- AU-MY will not copy the idea presented to them by the designer, nor disclose details of it to any third party without permission of the designer.
- The Designer owns all proposal IP
- For 2 years, commencing from the date of signature by the designer, the designer shall not present the proposal to any other company, organisation, body, or association whatsoever, with exemption to educational purposes where the development of the proposal may form an alliance with a national/educational curriculum. In the circumstances of presenting the proposal under in an educational context & institution, reference to AU-MY as the proposed manufacturer and supplier must be made clearly. 
- AU-MY reserves the right to mass produce the designers proposal following agreement of designer royalties. 

 

Signed for and behalf of AU:MY Ltd:                                                                                                                                       



Print Name & Date:                                                                                                                                                                    



Signed by Designer:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               



Print Name & Date:                                                                                                                                                                     





* The designer and AU-MY would be the only 2 parties involved in the collaborative agreement.
** AU-MY will not progress with the idea on negative retailer feedback. AU-MY will renounce the 2 year proposal confidentiality clause. 


